SECURITY ACCESSORIES FOR AMUSEMENT AND COIN OP

S819N-KS
Security Bar For Pinball Machines (Large Door)

Designed to protect padlocks from being cut

Expandable Wrap Around Bars can be used with 2 Padlock Eyes or 1 Hook and 1 Padlock Eye.

S875T-AH-GH4
Expandable Wrap Around Bar - 30”-48”

S875T-AH-GH2
Expandable Wrap Around Bar - 20”-36”

S875T-AH-GH1
Expandable Wrap Around Bar - 16”-30”

S807T
4-1/2” Bar with Padlock Protector - Can Mount with Standard Hardware or Camlock as shown at right.
Lock America measures primarily in millimeters (1" = 25.4mm) • All locks shown at approximate actual size.
Welded to prevent bending.

Designed for use with padlocks and shrouded to prevent cutting.

S819X-BV
Full Metal Jacket With Cutout For Bill Validator

Pre-Threaded Backing Plate included

S819X
Full Metal Jacket Ultimate Double Door Bar
(Shown with optional B645B Padlock featured in the LAI 600 Series Catalog.)
Pre-Threaded Backing Plate included

S819X-2000
Full Metal Jacket Ultimate Double Door Bar Designed to Accommodate Puck style locks. Shown with Millennium Lock as soon in the LAI Series 600 Catalog.